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1. ABSTRACT
A small Huntsville company, IERUS Technologies, uses an RF Focus
Beam System for various testing. IERUS sponsored our senior design team
to develop a system that would automatically move various system
components for testing. Our team developed a system using lead screws
and stepper motors, which are controlled by a software program developed
by the Software Lead, to move the components. The software was ultimately
the main completion objective for this Honors Thesis. For this report the
software code is provided at the end of it.

2. PROBLEM STATEMENT
2.1 Purpose
The goal of this project is to create an automated and
mechanized control system for the IERUS Technologies RF Focus
Beam System.

Currently, test engineers have to position multiple

components of this system. The positioning of these components
requires high accuracy which is tedious and time consuming. The RF
Focus Beam Control System (RFBCS) aims to eliminate the issues
associated with manual positioning and improve testing efficiency.
The software code for this system is the main priority of
completion for this project as it serves as this Honors’ thesis subject.
The hypothesized method is to utilize Python’s multitude of libraries in
implementing a single language software code.
2.2 Design Problem
Currently the RF Focus Beam consists of three metal carts. Two of
the carts are exactly the same. These two carts each contain an RF lens
that is able to move only on the X-axis. There is also an antenna on
each of these two carts that is currently able to move in on the X-axis
and Z-axis. The third metal cart is for holding the test article and is
1

able to rotate the test article within the XY-plane. Between these
three carts, there are five components that each

require precise

placement for testing purposes. These components may require
repositioning multiple times for one test. The main problem with the
current procedure is that it is very inefficient and there is no program to
automate the movements. Our system will greatly improve efficiency
and eliminate this problem.
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Figure 1: Main Focus Beam Cart

Figure 2: Main Focus Beam Cart and Sample Hold
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2.3 Patent Search
The results of the patent search are as follows:
Patent Description

Patent Author(s)

Patent
Number

Patent Issue
Date

Computer numerical Froyd; Stanley G. US4149235 10 April
control system for
Frank; William A. A
1979
machine tool
Roome; Richard
Table 1: Existing Patent Description
This patent is documented by McDonnell Douglas Corporation
and is the patent most related to our system.

The patent is over

twenty years old and therefore it is expired, so we would not be
violating the patent in any way. Our system is not going to market and
is designed as an internal project solely for the use of IERUS
Technologies.

3. DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS
3.1 Mechanize
Block

Requirement

Verification
Method

1

The Team shall implement a mechanical system to support the automated movement
of the lens in the dimension of the long length of the cart

Inspection

1

The Team shall implement a mechanical system to support the automated movement
of the aperture in the long, cross, and vertical dimensions.

Inspection

1

The Team shall implement a mechanical system that allows for the movement of both
the lens and aperture slides without requiring physical system alterations to swap
between the two movements.

Inspection

1

The Team shall implement a mechanical system that allows for full 360 Degree
continuous rotation of the sample holder

Inspection

Table 2: Block 1 Mechanization Requirements
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Comments

3.2 Automate
Block

Requirement

Verification
Method

Comments

2

Test

Test A

2

The Team shall implement electronic drive and control of all axis of motion of both the
sample holder and the lens cart
The Team shall have a positioning precision of at least 0.1 mm

Test

Test A

2

The Team shall have a repositioning precision of at least 0.1 mm

Test

Test A

2

The Team shall determine and document the positioning accuracy of all axes of the
system
The Team shall determine and document the repositioning accuracy of all axes of the
system
The Team shall implement an Emergency Stop system for all automated motion
circuits
The Team shall implement a homing routine for each axis of the system

Analysis

The Team shall implement limit switches on each axis of the system to prevent
accidental collisions
The Team shall implement software routines for the command and control each axis
of motion
The Team shall implement software homing routines for each axis of motion

Inspection

The Team shall utilize wireless communications links whenever possible if data
transfer is needed between different electrical components of the design.

2
2
2
2
2
2
2

Analysis
Test

Test B

Test

Test A

Test

Test A

Test

Test A

Test

Test A

Table 3: Block 2 Automization Requirements
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4. DESIGN CONSTRAINTS
Constraint
Economic
Environmental

Description
Budget of $950
This system is being designed to operate in an indoor lab
environment that is climate controlled.
Ethical
The IEEE Code of Ethics, as well as the standards outlined in
Table 2 of Project Proposal Paper are being closely followed.
Legal
All public releases must be approved by IERUS Technologies.
No patents are being infringed.
Safety
Due to the nature of working with electrical equipment,
there must be full disclosure of the hazards involved.
Social
None
Manufacturability A complete parts list with parts suppliers, development
documents, and CAD drawings will be provided to IERUS.
All parts are off the shelf with the exception of a few
custom brackets. CAD for these brackets will be provided.
All code will be well commented.
Sustainability
This design is being developed with service life as one of
the primary considerations. Documentation will be
provided to our customer on use, care, and maintenance to
maximize the service life of our design.
Table 4: Design Constraints
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5. TECHNICAL APPROACH
January
Task
Form Team
Receive Project Requirements
Complete Project Summary
Research Design Solution
Derive Project Constraints
Research Patents
Complete Project Proposal
Complete Cost Comparison
Complete CAD Development
Complete Software Development
Plan
Complete Verification Matrix
Complete PDR with IERUS
Order Hardware
Manufacture
Parts
Complete Hardware Build
Complete PDR for EE 494
Create Program to Move System
Components (C++)
Create Program for Homing Routine
(C++)
Troubleshoot and Fine-tuning
Safety Checks
Complete Verification and Testing
Complete Written Assignments 1 & 2
Complete News Article & Poster
Final Report / Presentation

Assigned
Team(s)
All
All
All
All
Electronics &
Power
Electronics &
Power
All
Hardware &
Integration
Hardware &
Integration

16

23

February
30

6

13

20

March
27

6

13

20

April
27

3

Software
Electronics &
Power
All
Hardware &
Integration
Hardware &
Integration
Hardware &
Integration
All
Software
Software
All
Electronics &
Power
All
All
All
All

Table 5: Work Schedule
5.1 Design Overview
The design concept of this project is to use stepper motors to
move all system components. The movement of the system
components are controlled by a test engineer using software
designed by our team. First, the software requires positioning inputs
for each component from the test engineer. The software will then
communicate with two system control boards (Tiny G and G-Shield)
7
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17

which will control the various stepper motors for each component
using numerical control. The system will have a zero function so that
it can determine the current position of each component in space. The
system will also have a safety system to insure system components
do not impact other system components and cause damage.

Figure 4: Design Block Diagram
5.2 Trade Study
After developing the initial design concept above, our team
needed to evaluate and decide on the best method for translating the
rotational movement of the stepper motors into linear movement of
the various system components.

Our team conducted an in-depth

trade study that went through many iterations and reviews before
making the final decision to use a lead screw design.
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Design Type

Cost

Cost
(Weighted)

Complexity

Complexity
(Weighted)

Precision

Precision
(Weighted)

Total

WEIGHTED
TOTAL

Lead Screw

5

30

4

16

10

70

19

116

Belt Drive

6

36

6

24

6

42

18

102

Rack and
Pinion

1

6

3

12

6

42

10

60

Lead Screw

5

30

4

16

10

70

19

116

Belt Drive

8

48

6

24

6

42

20

114

Rack and
Pinion

6

36

3

12

6

42

15

90

Lead Screw

5

30

8

32

10

70

23

132

Belt Drive

8

48

7

28

6

42

21

118

Rack and
Pinion

6

36

4

16

6

42

16

94

X-AXIS

Y-AXIS

Z-AXIS

Table 6: Trade Study: Revision E
Rating

Cost (X-Axis)

Cost (Y/Z-Axis)

Complexity

Precision

1

$450.00 to $500.00

$225.00 to $250.00

very very high

0.190 mm to 0.209 mm

2

$400.00 to $449.99

$200.00 to $224.99

very high

0.170 mm to 0.189 mm

3

$350.00 to $399.99

$175.00 to $199.99

high

0.150 mm to 0.169 mm

4

$300.00 to $349.99

$150.00 to $174.99

slightly high

0.130 mm to 0.149 mm

5

$250.00 to $299.99

$125.00 to $149.99

medium high

0.110 mm to 0.129 mm

6

$200.00 to $249.99

$100.00 to $124.99

medium low

0.090 mm to 0.109 mm

7

$150.00 to $199.99

$75.00 to $99.99

slightly low

0.070 mm to 0.089 mm

8

$100.00 to 149.99

$50.00 to $74.99

low

0.050 mm to 0.069 mm

9

$50.00 to 99.99

$25.00 to $49.99

very low

0.030 mm to 0.049 mm

10

$0.01 to $49.99

$0.01 to $24.99

very very low

0.010 mm to 0.029 mm

** The precision category is considered with the use of 1/2 step micro stepping

Weights
Cost

Complexity

Precision

6

4

7

Table 7: Trade Study Rating and Weights Metrics
9

5.4 Final Design, Manufacturing, and Assembly
Our final lead screw design was firstly developed using the
Fusion 360 CAD software. We ordered sixty parts from nine different
companies.
design.

Our team developed eight custom brackets for our

We used 0.25” aluminum stock for the brackets.

These

brackets were manufactured using a CNC milling machine that one of
our team members had access to. We also developed the CAD for
two custom switch enclosures and a mount for the Tiny G board.
These items were created with additive manufacturing using IERUS
Technologies’ 3-D printer.
The code for our project has been developed throughout the
project life cycle. I developed 267 lines of code for our final control
software including a user friendly graphic user interface (GUI). The
development of the code was through the use of Once all of our parts had
arrived or been manufactured, our team completed final assembly.
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Figure 5: Final CAD
Set serial
ports for both
TinyG and GShield for
serial
communication
within Python.

Repeat
previous step
for aperture
Z-axis.

Setup GUI
window
before
entering main
loop.

Setup buttons and
entry box for eac h
defined function(e.g.
aperture, lens,
sample holder) so
when user enters
value into entry
boxes and click the
respective button, it
will execute the
function.

Define function for
aperture X-axis to
move however muc h
user wishes (through
the entry box) to
move by
adding/subtracting
it to the absolute
position in the gcode through writing
this into a text file
into the serial
communication.

Repeat
previous step
for aperture
Y-axis.

Repeat
previous step
for sample
holder angle.

Define function
for the homing
routine whic h
sends a
specific text
file to be read
into the serial
communication.

If serial
connections
working, enter
loop.

Repeat
previous step
for lens Xaxis.

Figure 6: Final Software Flow Chart
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6. COST AND BUDGET
Part Name
TinyG v8 Controller Board

Supplier
Synthetos

Supplier Item Number
1749

Quantity
1 $

Unit Price
129.99

Shipping
7.00

$
$

Total Price
129.99
136.99

$

15.07

$
$
$
$

8.85
21.51
45.34
90.77

$

3.99

$
$

4.32
8.31

$

-

$
$
$
$
$
$

15.00
51.75
41.86
16.00
38.80
163.41

$

-

$
$

4.99
4.99

$

-

$
$

51.80
51.80

$

7.99

$
$

45.81
53.80

9.14

$
$
$
$
$
$

5.00
20.00
3.50
5.25
8.00
50.89

-

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

33.72
16.86
98.48
130.88
22.36
80.44
382.74

$

943.70

$
1" x 1" x 30" T-Slotted Profile
1.524mm x 300mm x 300mm Sheet
6.35mm x 300mm x 300mm Sheet

80/20
80/20
80/20

JY-MCU V1.02 Bluetooth Module

Newegg

Stepper Motor Bracket
Drag Chain 15mm x 20mm: 1m long
MakerSlide 100mm
Standard Wheel Carriage Plate
Dual Bearing V-Wheel Kit

1004-S
65-2452
65-2455

9SIA7BF2K20789

Inventables
Inventables
Inventables
Inventables
Inventables

USB 2.0 Cable A-Male to B-Male

30409-02
30331-05
25142-03
25200-01
25203-01

Amazon

NEMA 23 Stepper Motor 5.8kg-cm

7HUA

Circuit Specialists

Switching Power Supply 350.4W 24V 14.6A

E-Stop Button
Microswitch
Power Cord
Power Entry Module
24v Fan

Mouser Electronics

57BYG210

709-NES350-24

Inventables
Inventables
Inventables
Inventables
Inventables

30341-01
30557-02
25320-01
30349-02
25310-03

1 $
1 $
1 $

1

$

2 $
3 $
2 $
2 $
8 $

1

$

4 $

1 $

1
8
1
1
1

$
$
$
$
$

8.85
21.51
45.34

4.32

7.50
17.25
20.93
8.00
4.85

4.99

12.95

45.81

5.00
2.50
3.50
5.25
8.00
$

ACME 3/8"-8 1018 Carbon Steel, 6ft Threaded Rod
ACME 3/8"-8 1018 Carbon Steel, 3ft Threaded Rod
Bronze Precision ACME Round Nut 3/8"-8 Size
Mounting Flange for Round Nut
Ball Bearing 3/8" Shaft, 7/8" OD
Two-Piece Clamp-On Shaft

McMaster Carr
McMaster Carr
McMaster Carr
McMaster Carr
McMaster Carr
McMaster Carr

99030A715
99030A315
95072A126
95082A641
60355K504
6115K21

2
2
4
4
4
4

$
$
$
$
$
$

16.86
8.43
24.62
32.72
5.59
20.11
$
Grand Total

Table 8: Parts List and Cost Data
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7. TEST PLAN / DEMONSTRATION
Demonstration of system operation will be conducted via video.
Our team developed the following test plan. Due to time constraints,
our team was unable to execute the test plan, however, the code for
this project was executable for the components that were completed
and was tested successfully. For the remaining portions of the test
plan can be followed up with by a future senior design team or
IERUS intern(s) should they decide to continue work on this project.
Test A

Step

Test Description

1

With the system powered down, the aperture, lens, and sample holder will be manually moved out of their current
position.
The team will power on the system and execute the homing routine. The aperture, lens, and sample holder will be
moved to the home position which is marked. It will be verified that all components are within 0.1 mm of the marked
home position using a pair of calibrated calipers to be provided by IERUS.

2

3

The team will then input a command to move the lens a fixed distance in the X direction from the home position.
After movement is complete, the distance between the home position and the current lens position on the X-axis will
then be measured and verified to be within 0.1 mm of provided command distance.

4

The team will then input a command to move the aperture a fixed distance in the X direction from the home position.
After movement is complete, the distance between the home position and the current aperture position on the X-axis
will then be measured and verified to be within 0.1 mm of provided command distance.

5

The team will then input a command to move the aperture a fixed distance in the Y direction from the home position.
After movement is complete, the distance between the home position and the current aperture position on the Y-axis
will then be measured and verified to be within 0.1 mm of provided command distance.

6

The team will then input a command to move the aperture a fixed distance in the Z direction from the home position.
After movement is complete, the distance between the home position and the current aperture position on the Z-axis
will then be measured and verified to be within 0.1 mm of provided command distance.

7

The team will then input a command to move the sample holder a fixed rotational distance in degrees from the home
position. After movement is complete, the distance between the home position and the current sample holder
position will then be measured and verified to be within 0.1 mm of provided command distance.

8
9

The team will then mark the current position of the aperture, lens, and sample holder.
The team will then input a command to move the lens a fixed distance in the X direction from the previous position.
After movement is complete, the distance between the previous position and the current lens position on the X-axis
will then be measured and verified to be within 0.1 mm of provided command distance.

10

The team will then input a command to move the aperture a fixed distance in the X direction from the previous
position. After movement is complete, the distance between the previous position and the current aperture position
on the X-axis will then be measured and verified to be within 0.1 mm of provided command distance.

11

The team will then input a command to move the aperture a fixed distance in the Y direction from the previous
position. After movement is complete, the distance between the previous position and the current aperture position
on the Y-axis will then be measured and verified to be within 0.1 mm of provided command distance.

12

The team will then input a command to move the aperture a fixed distance in the Z direction from the previous
position. After movement is complete, the distance between the previous position and the current aperture position
on the Z-axis will then be measured and verified to be within 0.1 mm of provided command distance.

13

The team will then input a command to move the sample holder a fixed rotational distance in degrees from the
previous position. After movement is complete, the distance between the previous position and the current sample
holder position will then be measured and verified to be within 0.1 mm of provided command distance.

13

14

Repeat repositioning procedure (steps 8-13) a total of three times. This is considered one complete run of the test.

***

TEST SETUP: The system will be setup with a double lens, a horn antenna, and a solid aluminum plate in the sample
holder.
The complete test will be executed a total of four times (2-wired connections and 2-wireless connection)

***
***

The home position of the lens, aperture, and sample holder will be designated by the design team and marked prior
to testing. This position will be used as a reference throughout testing.

Table 9: Test A

Test B

Step

Test Description

1

With the system powered on and the emergency swith disengaged. The team will measure the voltage supplied to the
control board using a multi meter. The voltage will be recorded.
With the system powered on and the emergency swith engaged. The team will measure the voltage supplied to the
control board using a multi meter. The voltage will be recorded. Voltage will be shown to be 0 V after emergency
switch is engaged.

2

Table 10: Test B

8. SUMMARY & CONCLUSIONS
8.1 Constraints, Lessons Learned, and Results
This project was an internal project for a small-scale company.
While our team was always mindful of all constraints, our budget and
time constraints were always weighing on our minds. While our team
managed to stay under budget, this project proved to be too complex
for one semesters work, at the very least for the mechanical portion.
One challenging aspect of this project were the fact that it is a heavily
mechanical project, which all of our team members have limited
experience with.

The learning curve was very steep and added

additional time to the development process which could have been
alleviated if our team had been interdisciplinary. Another factor that
added time was having an actual customer which many other senior
design groups do not get to experience. Having IERUS as a customer
made our senior design project a much closer
14

experience to what we will face as new hires at many engineering
organizations. Our design faced much more scrutiny because IERUS
had devoted a large budget to our project and because this system is
something their company actually uses for their work. Having IERUS
as a customer and in turn, additional project requirements, affected
our development time, but it also added an invaluable aspect of
realism to the project.

The main lesson learned from this project

would be not to be over optimistic in your timeline projections when
facing a complex project.
As for the results of this project, we can say that the software
implementation was a success as for where the hardware
implementation is currently. The use of python and the multitude of
libraries helped in the implementation of the software code. The use of
TKinter as the Graphics User Interface helped immensely in custom
design for Test Engineers to use. The rest of the code has been
developed but still requires testing with the components that need to
be installed.

9. RECOMMENDATIONS
9.1 Hardware
Finish Assembly… The Y-Axis would function better with more
appropriate spacers and a better platform for the Z-Axis to mount to.

15

It is also recommended that more v-wheels be added to the plates
that support the Y-axis of the aperture in order to improve stability.
9.2 Software
Our control software allows user input to move the components
and execution of a basic homing routine. The goal for this semesters
work was achieved in the software development aspect.
9.3 Test Plan
Once the above hardware, the test plan we developed can be
fully executed.

10. BIBLIOGRAPHY
Sutherland, John W. "Introduction

to Numerical Control

Machining." Michigan Tech Mechanical Engineering. Michigan Tech
University, 08 Sept. 2004. Web. 01 Feb. 2017.
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I. Appendix A: User Guide
1. User powers on system and connects computer with system software
via USB cable.
2. User initializes software and ensures serial connection between
controllers and computer is established.
3. User clicks on execution button for homing to routine for initial placement
of all components.
4. User inputs movement commands through GUI interface to move
components as desired.
5.

Once finished working with system, close program, disconnect

computer, and power off system.
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II. Appendix B: Code
##### TEAM NAME: TEAM FOUR STAR SENIOR DESIGN PROJECT
##### PROJECT NAME: AUTOMATING
##### DESCRIPTION:

RF FOCUS BEAM

THIS CODE SETUPS THE AUTOMATING

SYSTEM FOR THE RF FOCUS BEAM

##### FIRST BY SETTING UP SERIAL PORTS FOR THE TINYG AND GSHIELD. WE ALSO SETUP
##### THE GLOBAL VALUES TO BE USED BY THE FUNCTIONS FOR EACH AXIS AND RESPECTIVE
##### APPARATUS.

EACH APPARATUS AND THEIR AXIS(ES) HAVE A DEFINED FUNCTION USING

##### ENTRY VALUES FROM THE USER AND WRITES INTO A SPECIFIC TEXT FILE AS A GCODE
##### AND SEND TO SERIAL PORT. WE HAVE ALSO SETUP ONE FOR JUST THE HOMING ROUTINE.
##### THE REST OF THE CODE IS TO SETUP THE GUI WITH EACH OF THE ENTRY BOXES, BUTTONS,
##### LABELS, LOGO IMAGES AND BITICON WITHIN THE GUI.
import serial
import time
import random
from Tkinter import *
from PIL import ImageTk, Image

##setup each axis movements to zero position
ymoveall = 0
zmoveall = 0
xmoveall = 0
matmoveall
lensmoveall

= 0
= 0

##setup serial communication

ports for both tinyg and gshield

s1 = serial.Serial('COM3', 115200)
s2 = serial.Serial('COM3', 115200)
ans = 'y'
##setup window for GUI
root = Tk()
root.geometry("800x500")

##enter loop if serial communication

is setup correctly

while ans=='y':
def homing():

#function for homing routine

f = open('homingtest.txt', 'r');#open

homing text file to be read for the tinyg

#next 10 lines are for sending file to tinyg
s1.write("\r")
time.sleep(2)
s1.flushInput()
for line in f:
l = line.strip()
print 'Sending: ' + l
s1.write(l

+ '\n')

grbl_out = s1.readline()
print ' : ' + grbl_out.strip()
f = open('homingtest.txt', 'r');#open

homing text file to be read for the gshield

# next 10 lines are for sending file to gshield
s2.write("\r")
time.sleep(2)
s2.flushInput()
for line in f:
l = line.strip()
print 'Sending: ' + l
s2.write(l

+ '\n')

grbl_out = s2.readline()
print ' : ' + grbl_out.strip()

def material():
matmove = m.get()#get

value from entry field

global matmoveall#allows
matmoveall

function to use this movement value

+= int(matmove)

f = open('material.txt',

* (3.14 / 180)#change

'r+');#open

value into radians and add to movement value

the specific movement file and empties gcode

f.truncate()
command = 'G0 y%d' % matmoveall

#add value to string

f.write(command)#write new gcode
f.close()
f = open('material.txt',

'r');#reopen

file to be read into serial port

# next 10 lines are for sending file to gsheild
s2.write("\r")
time.sleep(2)
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s2.flushInput()
for line in f:
l = line.strip()
print 'Sending: ' + l
s2.write(l

+ '\n')

grbl_out = s2.readline()
print ' : ' + grbl_out.strip()
def aperturez():
zmove = z.get()#get

value from entry field

global zmoveall#allows

function to use this movement value

zmoveall += int(zmove)#add

to movement value

f = open('aperturezpos.txt', 'r+');#open

the specific movement file and empties gcode

f.truncate()
command = 'G0 z%d' %zmoveall#add

value to string

f.write(command)#write new gcode
f.close()
f = open('aperturezpos.txt', 'r');#reopen

file to be read into serial port

# next 10 lines are for sending file to tinyg
s1.write("\r")
time.sleep(2)
s1.flushInput()
for line in f:
l = line.strip()
print 'Sending: ' + l
s1.write(l

+ '\n')

grbl_out = s1.readline()
print ' : ' + grbl_out.strip()

def aperturex():
xmove = x.get()#get

value from entry field

global xmoveall#allows

function to use this movement value

xmoveall += int(xmove)#add

to movement value

f = open('aperturexpos.txt', 'r+');#open

the specific movement file and empties gcode

f.truncate()
command = 'G0 x%d' % zmoveall#add

value to string

f.write(command)#write new gcode
f.close()
f = open('aperturexpos.txt', 'r');#reopen

file to be read into serial port

# next 10 lines are for sending file to tinyg
s1.write("\r")
time.sleep(2)
s1.flushInput()
for line in f:
l = line.strip()
print 'Sending: ' + l
s1.write(l

+ '\n')

grbl_out = s1.readline()
print ' : ' + grbl_out.strip()

def aperturey():
ymove = y.get()#get

value from entry field

global ymoveall#allows

function to use this movement value

ymoveall += float(ymove)#add

to movement value

f = open('apertureypos.txt', 'r+');#open

the specific movement file and empties gcode

f.truncate()
command = 'G0 y%s' %ymoveall#add

value to string

f.write(command)#write new gcode
f.close()
f = open('apertureypos.txt', 'r');#reopen

file to be read into serial port

# next 10 lines are for sending file to tinyg
s1.write("\r")
time.sleep(2)
s1.flushInput()
for line in f:
l = line.strip()
print 'Sending: ' + l
s1.write(l

+ '\n')

grbl_out = s1.readline()
print ' : ' + grbl_out.strip()
def lensmove():
lensmove = lens.get()#get

value from entry field

global lensmoveall#allows

function to use this movement value

lensmoveall

+= int(lensmove)#add

to movement value
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f = open('lens.txt',

'r+');#open

the specific movement file and empties gcode

f.truncate()
command = 'G0 a%d' %zmoveall#add

value to string

f.write(command)#write new gcode
f.close()
f = open('lens.txt',

'r');#reopen

file to be read into serial port

# next 10 lines are for sending file to tinyg
s1.write("\r")
time.sleep(2)
s1.flushInput()
for line in f:
l = line.strip()
print 'Sending: ' + l
s1.write(l

+ '\n')

grbl_out = s1.readline()
print ' : ' + grbl_out.strip()

#setup aperture label
p = Label(root,

text = 'Aperature(in

mm)')

p.place(x=180,y=40)
#setup aperture z entry box
z = Entry(root,
z.place(x=20,

width=50)

y=60, width=120,

height=25)

# setup aperture y entry box
y = Entry(root,
y.place(x=150,

width=50)
y=60, width=120,

height=25)

# setup aperture x entry box
x = Entry(root, width=50)
x.place(x=280, y=60, width=120,

height=25)

# setup aperture z button
l = Button(root,
l.place(x=20,

text='Aperture

y=90, width=120,

- Z axis', command=aperturez)
height=25)

# setup aperture y button
l = Button(root,
l.place(x=150,

text='Aperture

y=90, width=120,

- Y axis', command=aperturey)
height=25)

# setup aperture x button
l = Button(root,
l.place(x=280,

text='Aperture

y=90, width=120,

- X Axis', command=aperturex)
height=25)

# setup lens label
p = Label(root,

text='Lens(in

mm)')

p.place(x=460,y=40)
# setup lens entry box
lens = Entry(root,
lens.place(x=440,

width=50)
y= 30 + 30, width=120,

height=25)

# setup lens button
l = Button(root,
l.place(x=440,

text='Lens

- X axis', command=lens)

y= 30 + 60, width=120,

height=25)

# setup homing button
l = Button(root,
l.place(x=600,

text="Homing",

y=75, width=120,

command=homing)
height=25)

# setup sample holder label
p = Label(root,

text='Sample

Holder(in

degrees)')

p.place(x=430,y=130)
# setup sample holder entry box
m = Entry(root,
m.place(x=440,

width=50)
y= 150, width=120,

height=25)

# setup sample holder button
l = Button(root,
l.place(x=425,

text='Sample

Holder - Rotate', command=material)

y= 180, width=150,

height=25)

#retrieve and insert and place image for logo
image = Image.open("rsz_ierus_trim.jpg")
img = ImageTk.PhotoImage(image)
l = Label(root,
l.place(x=300,

image = img)
y=300)

#retrieve and setup biticon
root.iconbitmap(default='favicon.ico')
root.wm_title("RF

Focus Beam - IERUS Technologies")

root.mainloop()
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